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When I Was Joe
Dr. Joe I. Vigil rose from poverty to become America's preeminent running coach,
creating a collegiate sports dynasty, helping to revive American distance running,
and co-founding the sport's coaching education program.

Wrecked
NOW A HIT NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES THE RIVETING SEQUEL TO THE NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLING YOU “Kepnes hits the mark, cuts deep, and twists the knife.”
—Entertainment Weekly “Delicious and insaneThe plot may be twisty and
scintillating, but it’s Kepnes’s wit and style that keep you coming back.” —Lena
Dunham “Hypnotic and scary.” —Stephen King “Obsessed.” —Jessica Knoll, New
York Times bestselling author In the compulsively readable sequel to her widely
acclaimed debut novel, You, Caroline Kepnes weaves a tale that Booklist calls “the
love child of Holden Caulfield and Patrick Bateman.” In Hidden Bodies, the basis for
season two of the hit Netflix series, You, Joe Goldberg returns. Joe is no stranger to
hiding bodies. In the past ten years, this thirty-something has buried four of them,
collateral damage in his quest for love. Now he’s heading west to Los Angeles, the
city of second chances, determined to put his past behind him. In Hollywood, Joe
blends in effortlessly with the other young upstarts. He eats guac, works in a
bookstore, and flirts with a journalist neighbor. But while others seem fixated on
their own reflections, Joe can’t stop looking over his shoulder. The problem with
hidden bodies is that they don’t always stay that way. They reemerge, like dark
thoughts, multiplying and threatening to destroy what Joe wants most: true love.
And when he finds it in a darkened room in Soho House, he’s more desperate than
ever to keep his secrets buried. He doesn’t want to hurt his new girlfriend—he
wants to be with her forever. But if she ever finds out what he’s done, he may not
have a choice…

Joe
Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett encounters bad behavior on his own turf--only
to have the FBI and the DOJ ask him to stand down--in the thrilling new novel from
#1 New York Times-bestselling author C.J. Box. The good news is that Joe Pickett
has his job back, after his last adventure in The Disappeared. The bad news is that
he's come to learn that a drone is killing wildlife--and the drone belongs to a
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mysterious and wealthy man whose son is dating Joe's own daughter, Lucy. When
Joe tries to lay down the rules for the drone operator, he's asked by the FBI and the
DOJ to stand down, which only makes him more suspicious. Meanwhile, bodies are
piling up in and around Joe's district in shocking numbers. He begins to fear that a
pack of four vicious killers working on behalf of the Sinaloa cartel known as the
Wolf Pack has arrived. Their target seems to be the mystery man and
everyone--including Joe, Nate, and others--who is associated with him. Teaming up
with a female game warden (based on a real person, one of the few female game
wardens at work in Wyoming today) to confront these assassins, Joe finds himself
in the most violent and dangerous predicament he's ever faced.

Open Season
Follows the journey of Joe, a coffee cup who experiences a series of hapless
relationships with other beverages. Following these tragic break-ups, albeit
hilarious, Joe spirals into a self-destructive state as he struggles to move on. That
is until he befriends a monkey named Oscar What follows for Joe and Oscar
reminds us all to appreciate the little things. Most notably--friendship.--

Joe Country
Shaken by the brutal killing of a wild moose, game warden Joe Pickett becomes
increasingly alarmed when a herd of cattle, and then two people, are murdered by
the same perpetrator. By the author of Open Season. Reprint.

Closing Time
Chronicles the efforts of the author and her husband to open and run a small
bookstore in a struggling Virginia coal mining community, a pursuit challenged by
the difficult economic environment, widespread transitions away from hard-copy
books and numerous eccentric patrons. 30,000 first printing.

IQ
Why do bad things happen to good people? Middle School gym teacher Joseph
Bustamante more than meditates upon this ageless question, he demands an
answer! And for good cause. There’s nobody nicer, more polite, and kind in all of
Uz, yet in an unrelenting span of three weeks he loses his girlfriend, family, home,
job, friends - everything - as he helplessly watches his life spiral out-of-control.
Within this whimsical, darkly comic, and ultimately uplifting, modern-day retelling
of The Book of Job, this gentle, big-hearted lug is forced by circumstance to standup and confront the universal truths that affect us all. Joe B: A Love Story starkly
presents one innocent man’s rise, fall, and fall some more, as his remarkable
spiritual journey leads him to not only question but challenge the core injustices of
this world. Yes, Joe B is brought to the brink and he won’t take it anymore. He
demands an explanation for his suffering. And, like it or not, he’s going to get it!

The Fireman
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When you have to kill the same terrorist twice in one week there's either
something wrong with your world or something wrong with your skills and there's
nothing wrong with Joe Ledger's skills. And that's both a good, and a bad thing. It's
good because he's a Baltimore detective that has just been secretly recruited by
the government to lead a new taskforce created to deal with the problems that
Homeland Security can't handle. This rapid response group is called the
Department of Military Sciences or the DMS for short. It's bad because his first
mission is to help stop a group of terrorists from releasing a dreadful bio-weapon
that can turn ordinary people into zombies. The fate of the world hangs in the
balance.

One for the Books
Groovy Joe was living the dream.He had a spoon and tub of doggy ice cream.And
he started to sing: Love my doggy ice cream! Love my doggy ice cream!Eric Litwin,
author of the bestselling and beloved Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes, and
bestselling artist Tom Lichtenheld, illustrator of Goodnight, Goodnight Construction
Site, have created a captivating new canine character who will groove his way into
readers' hearts and have them grooving and giggling all the while. In his debut
adventure, Groovy Joe faces three roaring dinosaurs hungry for his doggy ice
cream! Oh no! But Joe knows just what to do and soon enough he has them all
sharing while moving and singing along. Signature rhyme, repetition, and musical
writing style, combined with wild and witty illustrations come together to create an
unforgettable new character who embodies positivity, creativity, and kindness.
Groovy Joe is here, ready to get groovy!

The Forever War
From America’s premier sportswriter, the definitive, #1 New York Times bestselling
biography of Joe Paterno. Joe Posnanski’s biography of the late Penn State football
coach Joe Paterno follows in the tradition of works by Richard Ben Cramer on Joe
DiMaggio and David Maraniss on Vince Lombardi. Having gained unprecedented
access to Paterno, as well as the coach’s personal notes and files, Posnanski spent
the last two years of Paterno’s life covering the coach, on (and off) the field and
through the scandal that ended Paterno’s legendary career. Joe Posnanski, who in
2012 was named the Best Sportswriter in America by the National Sportswriters
and Sportscasters Hall of Fame, was with Paterno and his family as a horrific
national scandal unfolded and Paterno was fired. Within three months, Paterno
died of lung cancer, a tragic end to a life that was epic, influential, and operatic.
Paterno is the fullest description we will ever have of the man’s character and
career. In this honest and surprising portrait, Joe Posnanski brings new insight and
understanding to one of the most controversial figures in America.

Hidden Bodies
The 25th Anniversary ebook, now with more than 50 images. 'Touching the Void' is
the tale of two mountaineer’s harrowing ordeal in the Peruvian Andes. In the
summer of 1985, two young, headstrong mountaineers set off to conquer an
unclimbed route. They had triumphantly reached the summit, when a horrific
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accident mid-descent forced one friend to leave another for dead. Ambition,
morality, fear and camaraderie are explored in this electronic edition of the
mountaineering classic, with never before seen colour photographs taken during
the trip itself.

Shoeless Joe
A boy who has lost everything learns that love and friendship can bloom in the
most unlikely of places.

The Book of Joe
The Little Bookstore of Big Stone Gap
Joe Journeyman Volume 1

Johnny Got His Gun
Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett has two lethal cases to contend with in this
electrifying #1 New York Times-bestseller from C. J. Box. Wyoming's new governor
isn't sure what to make of Joe Pickett, but he has a job for him that is extremely
delicate. A prominent female British executive never came home from the highend guest ranch she was visiting, and the British Embassy is pressing hard. Pickett
knows that happens sometimes--these ranches are stocked with handsome young
cowboys, and "ranch romances" aren't uncommon. But no sign of her months after
she vanished? That suggests something else. At the same time, his friend Nate
Romanowski has asked Joe to intervene with the feds on behalf of falconers who
can no longer hunt with eagles even though their permits are in order. Who is
blocking the falconers and why? The more he investigates both cases, the more
someone wants him to go away. Is it because of the missing woman or because
he's become Nate's advocate? Or are they somehow connected? The answers,
when they come, will be even worse than he'd imagined.

The Disappeared
The Pulitzer Prize-winning author offers sometimes poignant, sometimes humorous
reflections on living with her beloved black Labrador retriever Beau, describing
how her life unfolded in tandem with Beau's and the lessons she has learned by
watching him live his life, in an illustrated volume based on a Newsweek column.
350,000 first printing.

The Book of Joe
This book covers the background, conception, design, production and aftermath of
the iconic Ferrari 288 GTO, including the prototypes, the early production cars, the
mainstream production cars in their various specification guises, and the Evolution
cars planned for the aborted Group B FIA race series. It features over 400 relevant
photographs, from original production images to the cars as they are today,
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including the 1984 Geneva Salon where the car debuted, the first ever GTO
Reunion in 1985, current salon and action images, right up to the 25th Anniversary
Ferrari 288 GTO Reunion held in America in 2009. Also featured are the actual
factory production approval sheets, as filed with the Italian government, in an
illustrated technical drawing form, along with a chassis by chassis register of every
288 GTO built, including destroyed prototypes, production cars, and GTO
Evoluziones – in fact all 284 cars ever built.

One for the Books
Good Dog. Stay
'Joe Ide is the best new discovery I've come across in a long time. And Isaiah
Quintabe is the kind of sleuth not seen on the mystery landscape before.' Michael
Connelly SHORTLISTED FOR THE CWA JOHN CREASEY (new blood) DAGGER THE
TIMES CRIME BOOK OF THE MONTH: 'Full of humour, originality and high-quality
writing' East Long Beach. The LAPD is barely keeping up with the high crime rate.
Murders go unsolved, the elderly are being mugged, children go missing. But word
has spread: if you've got a case the police can't - or won't - touch, Isaiah Quintabe
will help you out. They call him IQ. He's a loner and a high school dropout, his
unassuming nature disguising a relentless determination and a fierce intelligence.
His clients pay him whatever they can afford, a new set of tyres or some
homemade muffins. But now he needs a client who can pay. And the only way to
that client is through a jive-talking, low-life drug dealer he thought he'd left behind.
Then there's the case itself. A drug-addled rap star surrounded by a crew of
flunkies who believes his life is in danger; and a hit man who even other hit men
say is a lunatic. If he solves this case, IQ can put right a mistake he made long ago.
If not it won't just be the hit man coming after him WINNER of the ANTHONY
AWARD for Best Debut, the SHAMUS AWARD for BEST FIRST P.I. NOVEL. the
MACAVITY AWARD for Best First Novel; SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2017 EDGAR
AWARD and STRAND CRITICS AWARD.

An Innocent Client
Describes the relationship between Joe Camp and his horse Cash as he learns how
to care and relate to the animal and to horses as a species.

The Harder You Work, the Luckier You Get
The Searing Portrayal Of War That Has Stunned And Galvanized Generations Of
Readers An immediate bestseller upon its original publication in 1939, Dalton
Trumbo’s stark, profoundly troubling masterpiece about the horrors of World War I
brilliantly crystallized the uncompromising brutality of war and became the most
influential protest novel of the Vietnam era. Johnny Got His Gun is an undisputed
classic of antiwar literature that’s as timely as ever. “A terrifying book, of an
extraordinary emotional intensity.”--The Washington Post "Powerful. . . an eyeopener." --Michael Moore "Mr. Trumbo sets this story down almost without pause or
punctuation and with a fury amounting to eloquence."--The New York Times "A
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book that can never be forgotten by anyone who reads it."--Saturday Review

Trophy Hunt
An affecting memoir from one of America's most provocative humorists Over the
past two decades, Joe Queenan has established himself as a scourge of everything
that is half-baked, half-witted, and halfhearted in American culture. In Closing
Time, Queenan turns his sights on a more serious and a more personal topic: his
childhood in a Philadelphia housing project in the early 1960s. By turns hilarious
and heartbreaking, Closing Time recounts Queenan's Irish Catholic upbringing in a
family dominated by his erratic, alcoholic father, and his long flight away from the
dismal confines of his neighborhood into the greater, wide world. A story about
salvation and escape, Closing Time has at its heart the makings of a classic
American autobiography.

Wolf Pack
Burned out defense attorney Joe Dillard, against his better judgment, takes the
case of Angel Christian, a waitress in a strip club, who is accused of stabbing a
preacher to death in a Tennessee motel--a case that is linked to his own deeply
troubled sister and a vindictive detective. Original.

The Book of the Ferrari 288 GTO
A leading humorist and author of the best-selling Closing Time presents an offbeat
analysis of his own eccentric reading style to explain why he avoids acclaimed
books, reads several things simultaneously and refuses to lend out his books.
25,000 first printing.

Patient Zero
"Del Rey book." Battling the Taurans in space was one problem as Private William
Mandella worked his way up the ranks to major. In spanning the stars, he aged
only months while Earth aged centuries.

The Know-It-All
One of America’s leading humorists and author of the bestseller Closing Time
examines his own obsession with books Joe Queenan became a voracious reader
as a means of escape from a joyless childhood in a Philadelphia housing project. In
the years since then he has dedicated himself to an assortment of idiosyncratic
reading challenges: spending a year reading only short books, spending a year
reading books he always suspected he would hate, spending a year reading books
he picked with his eyes closed. In One for the Books, Queenan tries to come to
terms with his own eccentric reading style—how many more books will he have
time to read in his lifetime? Why does he refuse to read books hailed by reviewers
as “astonishing”? Why does he refuse to lend out books? Will he ever buy an ebook? Why does he habitually read thirty to forty books simultaneously? Why are
there so many people to whom the above questions do not even matter—and what
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do they read? Acerbically funny yet passionate and oddly affectionate, One for the
Books is a reading experience that true book lovers will find unforgettable.

Joe College
In this outrageous novel from Joe Ide, "the best thing to happen to mystery writing
in a very long time" (New York Times), the case of a young artist's missing mother
sets IQ on a collision course with his own Moriarty. Isaiah Quintabe -- IQ for short -has never been more successful, or felt more alone. A series of high-profile wins in
his hometown of East Long Beach have made him so notorious that he can hardly
go to the corner store without being recognized. Dodson, once his sidekick, is now
his full-fledged partner, hell-bent on giving IQ's PI business some real legitimacy: a
Facebook page, and IQ's promise to stop accepting Christmas sweaters and carpet
cleanings in exchange for PI services. So when a young painter approaches IQ for
help tracking down her missing mother, it's not just the case Isaiah's looking for,
but the human connection. And when his new confidant turns out to be connected
to a dangerous paramilitary operation, IQ falls victim to a threat even a genius
can't see coming. Waiting for Isaiah around every corner is Seb, the Oxfordeducated African gangster who was responsible for the death of his brother,
Marcus. Only, this time, Isaiah's not alone. Joined by a new love interest and his
familiar band of accomplices, IQ is back -- and the adventures are better than ever.

Chasing Excellence
DIV When Ty witnesses a stabbing, his own life is in danger from the criminals he's
named, and he and his mum have to go into police protection. Ty has a new name,
a new look and a cool new image - life as Joe is good, especially when he gets
talent spotted as a potential athletics star, special training from an attractive local
celebrity and a lot of female attention. But his mum can't cope with her new life,
and the gangsters will stop at nothing to flush them from hiding. Joe's cracking
under extreme pressure, and then he meets a girl with dark secrets of her own.
This wonderfully gripping and intelligent novel depicts Ty/Joe's confused sense of
identity in a moving and funny story that teenage boys and girls will identify with a remarkable debut from a great new writing talent. /div

Joe Journeyman
Love gripping crime thrillers packed with non-stop action? Discover Army of One:
Introducing Joe Beck. About Joe Beck He's big. He's bad. And he's as hard as they
come. He's a former cop from Nebraska, turned unlicensed outlaw private eye, who
roams the length and breadth of America seeking out suspects, righting wrongs
and reaping riches while serving up his own no-holds-barred brand of vigilante
justice. He's unlicensed. His office is his cell phone. And the gun he carries is
unregistered; its serial number filed off. His methods are outwith the law. And he
never takes any prisoners. He's America's Unlicensed Private Detective. About
Army of One In Army of One, Joe Beck is in McAllen, a city not too far from the USMexico border, for the funeral of an old friend who he heard took his own life. After
the funeral, he randomly bumps into a beautiful escort named Sapphire, who
mistakes him for somebody else, and makes plans to spend the night with her in a
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smoky motel. But things don't go to plan, as they're abducted at gun point and
bundled into the back of a black SUV by three men they've never seen before.
Three men who know a whole lot more about Joe Beck's dead friend than they
ought to. What do they want? What do they know? And how will Joe Beck react?
Buy Army of One: Introducing Joe Beck to find out. You won't be disappointed. It's a
high-octane, all-action thrill ride through the seething south of Texas featuring
scenes akin to what you would find in Lee Child's Jack Reacher thrillers. If you like
Reacher, you'll love Beck. Reader Reviews John, posting on Goodreads.com, rated
it 5-stars: "Absolutely great. Characters are mysterious and the settings are vivid.
In some chapters, I felt like I was actually there! Would highly recommend this
book. Looking forward to more Joe Becks!" Jayden, posting on Goodreads.com,
rated it 5-stars: "What a read! Absolutely loved it." Jamie, posting on
Goodreads.com, rated it 5-stars.

Groovy Joe: Ice Cream & Dinosaurs (Groovy Joe #1)
After writing a novel that lampooned nearly everyone in his hometown, an author
is forced to return to that same town to care for his father and discovers that
people have not forgotten the indignities he heaped upon them. Reprint. 25,000
first printing.

The Will to Die
The aviators. The Amtrak train. The ice cream cones. The opoint.o Few politicians
are as iconic, or as beloved, as Joe Biden. Now, in The Book of Joe, Biden fans will
finally have the definitive look at America's favorite vice president-and what he can
teach us. Structured around key moments in Biden's life and career-and filled with
Biden-isms like oThat's a bunch of malarkeyo and oI may be Irish, but I'm not
stupido-this blend of biography, advice, and humor will reveal the experiences that
forged Joe Biden, and the lessons we can use in our own lives. Along the way,
readers will also encounter fun sidebars on his love of muscle cars, his most
endearing gaffes, his bromance with President Obama, and much more. Yet
beneath the memorable Biden-isms, the book will reveal an inspirational story of a
man who keeps ogetting back up.o We need this right now. Much as Biden has
come back from both professional missteps and personal heartbreaks, sometimes
we all have to get back up and fight. Given Biden's reputation as a decent,
plainspoken, patriotic statesman of integrity, this entertaining and practical book
will be both a celebration of great political figure and an essential guide to creating
the America he believes in so dearly. Story Locale- Probably on an Amtrak train,
somewhere between DC and Baltimore

Little Joe
For many college students, Spring Break means fun and sun in Florida. For Danny,
a Yale junior, it means two weeks behind the wheel of the Roach Coach, his
father's lunch truck, which plies the parking lots of office parks in central New
Jersey. But Danny can use the time behind the coffee urn to try and make sense of
a love life that's gotten a little complicated. There's loyal and patient hometown
honey Cindy and her recently dropped bombshell to contend with. And there's also
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lissome Polly back in New Haven--with her shifting moods, perfect thrift store
dresses and inconvenient liaison with a dashing professor. If girl problems aren't
enough, there's the constant menace of the Lunch Monsters, a group of thugs who
think Danny has planted the Roach Coach in their territory. Joe College is Tom
Perrotta's warmest and funniest fiction yet, a comic journey into the dark side of
love, higher education and food service.

Touching the Void
Ray Kinsella's fanatic love of baseball drives him to build a baseball stadium in his
corn field and kidnap the author, J.D. Salinger, and bring him to a baseball game

You (Export)
The first novel in the thrilling series featuring Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett
from #1 New York Times bestselling author C. J. Box. Joe Pickett is the new game
warden in Twelve Sleep, Wyoming, a town where nearly everyone hunts and the
game warden—especially one like Joe who won't take bribes or look the other
way—is far from popular. When he finds a local hunting outfitter dead, splayed out
on the woodpile behind his state-owned home, he takes it personally. There had to
be a reason that the outfitter, with whom he's had run-ins before, chose his
backyard, his woodpile to die in. Even after the "outfitter murders," as they have
been dubbed by the local press after the discovery of the two more bodies, are
solved, Joe continues to investigate, uneasy with the easy explanation offered by
the local police. As Joe digs deeper into the murders, he soon discovers that the
outfitter brought more than death to his backdoor: he brought Joe an endangered
species, thought to be extinct, which is now living in his woodpile. But if word of
the existence of this endangered species gets out, it will destroy any chance of
InterWest, a multi-national natural gas company, building an oil pipeline that would
bring the company billions of dollars across Wyoming, through the mountains and
forests of Twelve Sleep. The closer Joe comes to the truth behind the outfitter
murders, the endangered species and InterWest, the closer he comes to losing
everything he holds dear.

The Book of Joe B: A Love Story
If Spook Street is where spies live, Joe Country is where they go to die. In Slough
House, the London outpost for disgraced MI5 spies, memories are stirring, all of
them bad. Catherine Standish is buying booze again, Louisa Guy is raking over the
ashes of lost love, and new recruit Lech Wicinski, whose sins make him an outcast
even among the slow horses, is determined to discover who destroyed his career,
even if he tears his life apart in the process. Meanwhile, in Regent’s Park, Diana
Taverner’s tenure as First Desk is running into difficulties. If she’s going to make
the Service fit for purpose, she might have to make deals with a familiar old devil .
. . And with winter taking its grip, Jackson Lamb would sooner be left brooding in
peace, but even he can’t ignore the dried blood on his carpets. So when the man
responsible for killing a slow horse breaks cover at last, Lamb sends the slow
horses out to even the score.
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Paterno
The story of death in a small town, the lies that covered them up, and a conspiracy
that brought one man to his kneesWill Pollitt just successfully delivered the
business pitch of his life -- a win he desperately needs. At the same moment 50
miles away, Will's father is found dead.Coming home gives Will a chance to
reconnect with his father's life and work. Yet digging into the past, Will makes a
shocking discovery: His hometown neighbors are turning up dead at alarming
rates. His father seems not only involved but could he be? one of the lead
operatives? Is that why his father is now dead, too?The hunt for the truth
jeopardizes Will and everything he loves. And it makes him question not just his
father's death, but what it means to truly live.

Paterno
“Brilliant . . . Larry Brown has slapped his own fresh tattoo on the big right arm of
Southern Lit.” —The Washington Post Book World Now a major motion picture
starring Nicolas Cage, directed by David Gordon Green. Joe Ransom is a harddrinking ex-con pushing fifty who just won’t slow down--not in his pickup, not with
a gun, and certainly not with women. Gary Jones estimates his own age to be
about fifteen. Born luckless, he is the son of a hopeless, homeless wandering
family, and he’s desperate for a way out. When their paths cross, Joe offers him a
chance just as his own chances have dwindled to almost nothing. Together they
follow a twisting map to redemption--or ruin.

The Soul of a Horse
33,000 pages 44 million words 10 billion years of history 1 obsessed man Part
memoir and part education (or lack thereof), The Know-It-All chronicles NPR
contributor A.J. Jacobs's hilarious, enlightening, and seemingly impossible quest to
read the Encyclopaedia Britannica from A to Z. To fill the ever-widening gaps in his
Ivy League education, A.J. Jacobs sets for himself the daunting task of reading all
thirty-two volumes of the Encyclopaedia Britannica. His wife, Julie, tells him it's a
waste of time, his friends believe he is losing his mind, and his father, a brilliant
attorney who had once attempted the same feat and quit somewhere around
Borneo, is encouraging but, shall we say, unconvinced. With self-deprecating wit
and a disarming frankness, The Know-It-All recounts the unexpected and comically
disruptive effects Operation Encyclopedia has on every part of Jacobs's life -- from
his newly minted marriage to his complicated relationship with his father and the
rest of his charmingly eccentric New York family to his day job as an editor at
Esquire. Jacobs's project tests the outer limits of his stamina and forces him to
explore the real meaning of intelligence as he endeavors to join Mensa, win a spot
on Jeopardy!, and absorb 33,000 pages of learning. On his journey he stumbles
upon some of the strangest, funniest, and most profound facts about every topic
under the sun, all while battling fatigue, ridicule, and the paralyzing fear that
attends his first real-life responsibility -- the impending birth of his first child. The
Know-It-All is an ingenious, mightily entertaining memoir of one man's intellect,
neuroses, and obsessions and a soul-searching, ultimately touching struggle
between the all-consuming quest for factual knowledge and the undeniable gift of
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hard-won wisdom.

The Book of Joe
From the award-winning, New York Times bestselling author of NOS4A2 and HeartShaped Box comes a chilling novel about a worldwide pandemic of spontaneous
combustion that threatens to reduce civilization to ashes and a band of improbable
heroes who battle to save it, led by one powerful and enigmatic man known as the
Fireman. The fireman is coming. Stay cool. No one knows exactly when it began or
where it originated. A terrifying new plague is spreading like wildfire across the
country, striking cities one by one: Boston, Detroit, Seattle. The doctors call it
Draco Incendia Trychophyton. To everyone else it’s Dragonscale, a highly
contagious, deadly spore that marks its hosts with beautiful black and gold marks
across their bodies—before causing them to burst into flames. Millions are infected;
blazes erupt everywhere. There is no antidote. No one is safe. Harper Grayson, a
compassionate, dedicated nurse as pragmatic as Mary Poppins, treated hundreds
of infected patients before her hospital burned to the ground. Now she’s
discovered the telltale gold-flecked marks on her skin. When the outbreak first
began, she and her husband, Jakob, had made a pact: they would take matters into
their own hands if they became infected. To Jakob’s dismay, Harper wants to
live—at least until the fetus she is carrying comes to term. At the hospital, she
witnessed infected mothers give birth to healthy babies and believes hers will be
fine too. . . if she can live long enough to deliver the child. Convinced that his dogooding wife has made him sick, Jakob becomes unhinged, and eventually
abandons her as their placid New England community collapses in terror. The
chaos gives rise to ruthless Cremation Squads—armed, self-appointed posses
roaming the streets and woods to exterminate those who they believe carry the
spore. But Harper isn’t as alone as she fears: a mysterious and compelling stranger
she briefly met at the hospital, a man in a dirty yellow fire fighter’s jacket, carrying
a hooked iron bar, straddles the abyss between insanity and death. Known as The
Fireman, he strolls the ruins of New Hampshire, a madman afflicted with
Dragonscale who has learned to control the fire within himself, using it as a shield
to protect the hunted . . . and as a weapon to avenge the wronged. In the
desperate season to come, as the world burns out of control, Harper must learn the
Fireman’s secrets before her life—and that of her unborn child—goes up in smoke.

Army of One
Joe Ricketts, founder of TD Ameritrade, shares the epic inside story of how a
working-class kid from the Nebraska prairie took on Wall Street’s clubby brokerage
business, busted it open, and walked away a billionaire. Joe Ricketts always had
the gift of seeing what others missed. The son of a house builder, he started life as
a part-time janitor, but by the age of thirty-three he saw the chance to challenge
the big brokerage firms by offering Americans an inexpensive way to take control
of their own stock trading. Nowadays, we take for granted that Main Street is
playing right there on Wall Street, but Ricketts made that happen. His company,
begun with $12,500 borrowed from friends and family, took off like a rocket thanks
to an early embrace of digital technology and irreverent marketing. But Ameritrade
also faced a series of near-disasters: the SEC almost shut him down; his partners
tried to force him out because of his relentless risk-taking; penny brokers swindled
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the company; the crash of 1989 nearly cost him everything; and he was almost
shut down again when a customer committed massive fraud. By the time of the
dot-com bust, he had proven that his strategy based on frontier values could
survive just about anything. The Harder You Work, The Luckier You Get offers a
view inside Joe Ricketts’ mind, giving readers a visceral understanding of how
entrepreneurs think and act differently from the rest of us—how they see the
horizon where we just see a spreadsheet. As unvarnished as the prairie he comes
from, Ricketts also talks honestly about his shortcomings as a manager, the career
sacrifices his wife made for his business, the complexity of being a father, and the
pain of splitting with his mentor and of his brother’s death from AIDS. Overcoming
these and other challenges, he built a company now worth $30 billion. A must-read
for anyone who’s ever dreamed of starting their own business, The Harder You
Work, The Luckier You Get is the ultimate only-in-America story.
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